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Abstract—In this paper, a learning-based optimal transportation algorithm for autonomous taxis and ridesharing vehicles is
introduced. The goal is to design a mechanism to solve the routing
problem for a fleet of autonomous vehicles in real-time in order
to maximize the transportation company’s profit. To solve this
problem, the system is modeled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) using past customers data. By solving the defined MDP,
a centralized high-level planning recommendation is obtained,
where this offline solution is used as an initial value for the realtime learning. Then, a distributed SARSA reinforcement learning
algorithm is proposed to capture the model errors and the
environment changes, such as variations in customer distributions
in each area, traffic, and fares, thereby providing an accurate
model and optimal policies in real-time. Agents are using only
their local information and interaction, such as current passenger
requests and estimates of neighbors’ tasks and their optimal
actions, to obtain the optimal policies in a distributed fashion.
The agents use the estimated values of each action, provided
by distributed SARSA reinforcement learning, in a distributed
game-theory based task assignment to select their conflict-free
customers. Finally, the customers data provided by the city of
Chicago is used to validate the proposed algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autonomous cars are an emergent technology that will
quickly become ubiquitous as a safer and more efficient mode
of transportation. Transportation Network Companies (TNCs)
are planning to employ coordinated fleets of autonomous
ground and air vehicles to improve the urban transportation
capabilities [1], see Fig. I. The deployment of fleets of
autonomous vehicles, both ground and air, drives a coupled
innovation in algorithm development.
Developing optimal control algorithms for fleets of vehicles
is an active topic in the literature. The problem of providing
transportation services for customers can be modeled as a
Pick-up and Delivery Problem (PDP) or its extension Dial-ARide Problem (DARP) in which the transportation of goods is
replaced by the transportation of people. Most prior work in
the literature is focused on a static routing problem, where
all the customers’ requests for all time are known before
routes are determined [2], [3]. Especially in urban areas,
the environment for an optimal MDP problem should not
be considered known because of fast dynamic effects such
as traffic and consumer demand, and this necessitates an
dynamic routing solution. Recently, some new research has
been conducted on dynamic and stochastic routing (PDPs),
where part or all of their input is unknown and revealed
dynamically [4]–[6], but they are not necessarily multi-agent
or decentralized. The disadvantage of a centralized solution is
that the computational expense does not scale favorably with
number of agents and they are often intractable for a large

Fig. 1. Concept graphic of an intelligent transportation network. Agents
estimate in real-time the state of the environment and select optimal customers
to maximize the transportation company’s profit.

fleet of agents. In [7], a multi-vehicle algorithm is studied,
where the routing problem is solved only for 5 vehicles and
17 − 25 customers due to computation complexity. Existing
mechanisms of optimal transportation in the literature do not
satisfy all requirements.
In this paper, we present a distributed learning-based optimal traffic planning and decision making algorithm that
integrates planning with a local decision making algorithm.
The proposed scheme performs in a distributed fashion based
on local information. Such local information includes other
vehicles’ tasks, their estimate of the optimal actions, and
current passenger requests. To this goal, each vehicle selects
the best customer among current requests in order to maximize
the company’s profit in the long run. The past customers data is
used to predict the probability of having customers, and their
trips in each area. Solving the MDP, a high-level planning
recommendations is provided for agents including a list of
desire transitions and their values. This is shown in left half
of Fig. 2. However, the static solution built only based on
past data is not accurate, and it is not able to capture any
changes in the environment. Reinforcement learning can be
used as a decision making scheme when an accurate model
of the environment is not known. In Sec. III-A, a StateAction-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) reinforcement learning
algorithm is introduced which allows the system to learn its
model (i.e., transition probabilities and rewards) and update
the optimal policies while the optimal policies obtained in Sec.
II-B are used as an initial value. The conventional reinforce-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the proposed optimal routing algorithm.

ment learning usually is not well-suited for a non-stationary
environment, and the commonly-used proofs of convergence
hold only for stationary environments. In our problem setting,
the environment is non-stationary. In particular, the number of
the customers in each area, traffic and fares are changing over
time. In Sec. III-B, we propose an optimal adaptive learningrate tuning, and modify the SARSA reinforcement learning
in order to track the environment changes in non-stationary
environments.
Moreover, the SARSA algorithm is a centralized algorithm,
where all information is required to be sent to a central node to
be fused. However, in our framework with many vehicles and
trips in each step, it is not feasible to pass all information
to and from a command center. Hence, a fully distributed
SARSA reinforcement learning is proposed in Sec. III-C,
where agents are only using their own local information and
local interactions to update the optimal policies of the system.
The proposed modified distributed SARSA provides the
value of each action in the environment. Each vehicle uses
these values to evaluate each customer. In a single agent
scenario, the agent simply selects the customer with the
largest value. However, in a multi-vehicle scenario, agents are
required to reach an agreement on selected customers in order
to avoid any conflict. To solve this problem, agents need to
agree on how to distribute the customers among themselves.
In Sec. IV, a real-time task assignment algorithm based on
game theory is proposed to enable the agents to select their
non-conflicting tasks/customers in a distributed fashion. Our
formulation is completely distributed, providing scalability
with the number of agents and a property of robustness to
loss or gain of agents.
II. P RELIMINARIES AND D EFINITIONS
A. Notation
The following notations are adopted throughout this paper.
Rn denotes the vector of size n. Let 1n and 0n denote
the column vectors of n ones and zeros, respectively.
The
QN
Cartesian product of sets, Si , ∀i is denoted by i=1 Si . The
empty set is denoted by ∅. The cardinality of a set S is denoted
by |S|. E[·] is the expectation operator. The arithmetic mean
of a series of numbers, ai , for i = 1, · · · , n, is denoted by

Pi=n
Avg(ai ) = n1 i=1 ai . The exponential function is written
as exp(·). A time-varying digraph Gt , (V, Et ) is used to
characterize the interaction topology among the agents, where
V , {1, . . . , N } is the node set and Et ⊆ V × V is the
edge set. An edge (i, j) ∈ Et means that node i can obtain
information from node j at time t. The adjacency matrix
At , [aij (t)] ∈ RN ×N of the graph Gt is defined such that
the edge weight aij 6= 0 if (j, i) ∈ Et and aij = 0 otherwise.
The compact two-dimensional mission space (i.e., city map)
is partitioned into nq ∈ N disjoint partitions. The size of the
cells is selected by the designer based on the desired spatial
resolution and the computation expenses. In later sections with
distributed algorithms, the superscript is by default referring
to agent index, and the subscript is a time index.
B. Markov Decision Process Formulation
MDP is a mathematical framework introduced to help make
decisions in a stochastic environments (see [8], [9] and references therein), and the solution of MDP is a policy providing
all optimal actions in each state of our environment. Our MDP
is formulated with a tuple, < S, A, P, R > as follows:
• State variables S: The finite set of zones or cells in the
city, denoted by S = {i | ∀i ∈ 1, 2, · · · , nq }.
• Actions A: The set of possible actions at cell state l is
A(l) = {alj }, where alj is the action of moving into cell
j from cell l.
• Reward model R: The reward model is Ral (l, j) =
j
F [l,j]M [l,j]
,
T [l,j]

•

∀j : alj ∈ A(l), where F [l, j] corresponds to
the fare to go from cell l to cell j , M [l, j] corresponds
to any motion constraints to go from cell l to cell j, and
T [l, j] corresponds to time to go from cell l to cell j
Transition probabilities P:
(
L[i, j]
i 6= j
Pali (l, i) =
P
1 + L[i, i] − j L[i, j] i = j

where L[i, j] be the probability of having a customer to
pick up from cell i and deliver to cell j.
We formulate the maximum reward problem with a Q-value
Q, a value function V , and an optimal policy π ∗ , defined with
terms from the MDP tuple. This is a dynamic programming
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problem, where R(i, j) is the immediate reward to go from
celli to cell j, V (j) is all the future reward if actions are
chosen optimally from cell j, and γ is the discount factor that
penalizes future rewards exponentially.
X

Q(i, π[i]) =
Pπ[i] (i, j) Rπ[i] (i, j) + γV (j) , (1)
j∈nq

V (j) =

max Q(j, π[j]),
π[j]∈A(j)

π ∗ [i] = arg imax Q(i, aij ),

(2)
(3)

aj ∈A(i)

A solution to (3) is an optimal policy, denoted by π ∗ [i],
defined by the Bellman equation. Knowledge of the longterm value, Q(.), for each state-action pair is an equivalent
solution. To find the solution for (3), we use a Modified Policy
Iteration (MPI) algorithm to estimate (2) through several steps
of successive approximation. The optimal solution of the MDP
problem is aggregated as a vector denoted by Q∗MDP .
III. D ISTRIBUTED SARSA R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING
WITH A DAPTIVE L EARNING R ATE T UNING
To account for the changing environment, we begin with
the near-optimal Q∗MDP and update the optimal policy online
at each time step using new data from customers and agents’
trips. State-Action-Reward Reinforcement Learning (SARSA
RL) is used because it can obtain an optimal policy when the
system’s model (i.e., P and R) is not known in advance. First,
we present a centralized SARSA RL algorithm in Sec. III-A.
Then, we present an optimal adaptive learning rate in Sec.
III-B. Finally, we present a novel decentralized SARSA RL
algorithm with a proof of convergence in Sec. III-B.
A. Centralized SARSA RL for Stationary Environment
First, we present a standard, centralized model-free reinforcement learning as a contextual comparison for our main
contribution of deriving distributed algorithms. The Q-values
with respect to state-action pairs are updated in a SARSA RL
framework as:
Qt+1 (i, π[i]) = (1 − αt )Qt (i, π[i])

+ αt Rπ[i] (i, j) + γQt (j, π[j]) ,

(4)

B. Adaptive Learning-Rate for Non-stationary Environment
In this subsection, a new algorithm (shown in yellow color
in Fig. 2) is derived to estimate the optimal learning rate,
αt (i, π[i]), at each time t and for each action-state pair, to
track the time-varying optimal Q-value, where the dynamics
of Q-value captures the environment non-stationarity. Our
mathematical framework is as follows.
Estimating the optimal policy is equivalent to converging
the estimated Q-value to the Q-value at the next time-step.
For each new sample data from a new customer with pair
(i, π[i]) at time t, the Q-update and its stochastic information
can be written as:
vt (i, π[i]) = Rπ[i] (i, j) + γQt (j, π[j]),
E(vt ) = Q∗t (i, π[i]),
Var(vt ) = σt2 (i, π[i])
Thus, we define the loss function and the expected value of
the loss function as follows:

2
1
Qt (i, π[i]) − vt (i, π[i]) ,
(5)
L(Qt (i, π[i])) =
2


E L(Qt (i, π[i])) =

2

1
Qt (i, π[i]) − Q∗t (i, π[i]) + σt2 (i, π[i]) ,
2
where Var[X] = E[X 2 ] − E[X]2 is used in the last equality.
The loss function is a distance between the estimated Qvalue and the Q-value at the next time-step. According to
conventional stochastic stability formulation, the Lyapunov
function of the system is the expected value of the loss
function.
Adopting the stochastic stability iteration framework from
[10], our optimization problem is to choose αt∗ (i, π[i]) to minimize the expectation of the Lyapunov function, conditioned
on the value at the previous state:




αt∗ (i, π[i]) = arg min E E L Qt+1 (i, π[i]) |Qt (i, π[i])
αt (i,π[i])

(6)
Theorem 1: For SARSA RL (4), the optimal estimate of αt
minimizing the cost function (5) for each state-action pair is
computed as a ratio of exponential moving averages as
2

where αt is a learning rate satisfying Remark 1, and Q(·) is
updated under policy π[i] to transition from cell i to cell j.
This formulation means that the action π[j] at the successor
state j is not necessarily optimal, while in Q-learning, the
successor action is chosen to be optimal.
Remark 1: In conventional reinforcement P
learning, the se∞
quence
of
otherwise
arbitrary
α
satisfies:
t
T =0 αt = ∞,
P∞
2
and T =0 αt < ∞. The Q-values eventually converge to a
constant as the update term goes to zero.
However, in a non-stationary environment, we want the adaptive learning rate to not converge to zero, such that Q can
continue being updated in (4). In the next section, we will
introduce a method to estimate the optimal adaptive learning
rate dynamic signal.

αt∗ (i, π[i]) =

ft∗ (i, π[i])
,
gt∗ (i, π[i])

(7)

∂L
− ft∗ (i, π[i]))
∂Qt (i, π[i])
2
∂L
∗
gt+1
(i, π[i]) = gt∗ (i, π[i]) + ζε(
− gt∗ (i, π[i])),
∂Qt (i, π[i])
(8)

∗
ft+1
(i, π[i]) = ft∗ (i, π[i]) + ζε(

where
∂L
= Qt (i, π[i]) − Rπ[i] (i, j) − γQt (j, π[j]) (9)
∂Qt (i, π[i])
with ε = 1, if there is a new update for action π[i] in state i at
time t, else ε = 0. ζ is a design parameter used for exponential
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convergence, where 0 < ζ < 1. With this formulation, we
can compute alpha with only Q-values and reward update
information. We recover (9) from the definition of vt and
taking the gradient of (5).
Proof: The derivation of αt∗ is not included for space limit
considerations. The outline of the proof is as follows: perform
Stochastic Gradient Descent on (5), rewrite (6), perform an
optimization with derivative method, numerically calculate
expected value using with an exponential moving average of
samples.
C. Distributed SARSA RL for Non-stationary Environment
In Sec. III-A and III-B, we introduced an adaptive SARSA
algorithm for non-stationary environments. Here, we present
a dynamic average tracking algorithm to estimate the timevarying Q-values in a distributed manner that is, by nature,
scalable to a large number of agents, where, in the context of
optimal routing, an agent is defined as a taxi. The mathematical
overview is as follows. First, we present the proposed update
rules with each agent i’s structure. Second, we make assumptions on the system to present upper limit bounds on estimate
errors. Third, we show convergence of a stochastic difference
equation to prove that the estimated Q-values converge to the
true values with bounded errors.
The update rule for agent i and the observation pair (j, alj )
is proposed as follows:
Q̂it+1 = Q̂it +

k=N
X

Qit+1 (i, π[i]) = Qit (i, π[i]) + [α∗ (t) + kα ]
× Rπ[i] (i, j) +
|kα |


aik Q̂kt − Q̂it + rit ,

k=1

rit = N Iit αti (j, alj )rti ,

fare, and travel time. The agents share their Q-value estimates
with their neighbors. The algorithms in (10) and (11) are the
distributed forms of (4) and (7), respectively. Using (10) and
(11), each agent only requires local information and local
interactions to update its values.
We make the following assumptions of our system:
Assumption 1: There exists a time-invariant constant ∆rmax ,
i
such that for all agents and all time, rt+1
− rti ≤ ∆rmax ,
i
where rt is the Q-value update for agent i at time t.
Assumption 2: The digraph Gt , (V, Et ) with adjacency
matrix A(t) satisfy the following conditions
(I) Periodic Strong Connectivity: There exists a positive
integer b, such that the digraph Gt , (V, Et ∪ Et+1 ∪
· · · ∪ Et+b−1 ) is strongly connected for all t.
(II) Non-degeneracy: There exists a constant γ ∈ (0, 1) such
that aij (t) ∈ {0} ∪ [γ, 1].
(III) Balanced Communication: The matrix A(t) is doubly
stochastic for all t, i.e., 1T A(t) = 1T , and A(t)1 = 1.
Assumption 3: The observations’ covariance of each stateaction pair is time-invariant, i.e. σt+1 (i, π[i]) = σt (i, π[i]), ∀t,
and it will be written as σ(i, π[i]).
Theorem 2: Suppose that we have a stochastic difference
equation

(10)

rti = Ralj (j, l) + γ Q̂it (l, π[l]) − Q̂it (j, alj ), r0i = 0, ∀i,
where N is the number of agents, [aik ] ∈ RN ×N is the
adjacency matrix of communication among agents defined in
Sec. II and Assumption 2, and l is the successor state after
conducting action alj at state j. Iit is a vector with one nonzero entry corresponding to the state-action pair (j, alj ), unless
Pnq
agent i does not select an action, and Iit ∈ R k=1 |A(k)| .
The agent’s structure is as follows. Each agent i maintains
its estimate of Q-values
for state action pairs at time, t, in
Pnq
vector Q̂it ∈ R k=1 |A(k)| . The agent i’s estimate of the
optimal learning-rate vector is obtained as:

γQkt (j, π[j])

−

(12)

Qkt (i, π[i])



i

+ ,

i

where
≤ δα and | | ≤ δω are unknown but bounded disturbances. Then, under aforementioned assumptions, we have
limt→∞ E[ Qit (i, π[i]) − Q∗t (i, π[i]) ] ≤ ∆, where Q∗t (·) is
the aggregated vector of the optimal Q-values at time t.
Proof: The outline of the proof is as follows: define upper
limit of estimation error and learning rate estimation error,
show the control law in (11) is equivalent to the stochastic
difference equation used in theorem above, show difference
equation satisfies conditions for convergence to bounded error
in infinite time. The proof of this convergence is omitted for
paper length considerations.
IV. D ISTRIBUTED L OCAL TASK A SSIGNMENT

Once the agents have a Q-value table of optimal policies,
the agents must coordinate to assign tasks uniquely in order to
maximize the profit of a company. We propose a distributed
method using a potential game and binary log-linear learning,
fˆti (j, alj )2
i
i
i
i
l
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
, ft = ft−1 + ζ(ωt−1 − ft−1 ), (11) as shown in green in the right side of Fig. 2. We use a
αt (j, aj ) = i
ĝt (j, alj )
distributed framework game-based method that are compatible
i
2
i
the distributed SARSA RL estimation of optimal policies
ĝti = ĝt−1
+ ζ(ωt−1
− ĝt−1
),
presented in the previous section. There are various algorithms
k=N
X
i
i
i
k
i i
i
i
ωt = ωt−1 +
aik (ωt−1 − ωt−1 ) + N (It rt − It−1 rt−1 ), in the literature to solve the task assignment problem. The
well-known Hungarian method [11], [12], auction based methk=1
ods [13], and parallel algorithms [14], and their applications
where fˆti , and ĝti are the estimates of ft∗ , and gt∗ , defined in in multi-robot target and task assignment [15]–[17] can be
(8), respectively, and their aggregated vector forms are written employed to solve our problem formulation. However, these
as fˆti and ĝti . Also, ωti is the estimate of the gradient of the algorithms are mainly designed to solve the assignment prob, written in a vector form. The initial lem in a centralized manner. In our framework, m and N
loss function, ∂Qt∂L
(j,alj )
c
values are chosen as ω0i = 0, and fˆ0i = ĝ0i = 1, ∀i. The can be large numbers; hence, it might not be feasible to pass
information updates available to agents are local customer all information at each time step to a command center that
requests data: state transitions of departure and arrival cells, could process the information. Furthermore, the complexity
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of the overall system makes the problem of constructing
a centralized optimal policy computationally heavy or even
intractable. Some decentralized methods have been introduced
in literature to tackle this problem [18]–[20]. In [20], a
distributed auction-based algorithm is introduced, where the
task assignment problem is solved in a distributed manner. In
that algorithm, the consensus algorithm is employed to find
the centralized solution in a distributed manner. However, by
using this approach the size of the problem is not reduced,
and only the requirement for having a central node is relaxed.
As a result, the algorithm for large number of customers and
agents becomes intractable.
A. Game Design
In this section, we present a game-based local interaction
among agents to select their customers in a distributed manner. In particular, we consider a problem with mc customer
requests and N agents available. The agents can only see
requests and other agents, if they are in a range.
Definition 1: The pick-up and delivery task is denoted by
T (cjp , cld ). The task is completed when the agent picks up the
customer from the pick-up point cjp ∈ j and delivers them to
destination cld ∈ l. Note that the terms action and task are used
interchangeably in this section.
Assumption 4: Each agent is aware of any pick-up requests
within radius of rc from its current position. In other words,
the tasks available for agent i are denoted by the set Uti =
{T (cjp , cld ) | pit − cjp < rc }.
Assumption 5: Each agent is able to communicate with its
neighbors to exchange information. The set of neighbors of
≤ Ricomm },
agent i is given by Nicomm (t) := {j| pit − pjt
2
comm
where Ri
is the communication range of agent i.
We require Ricomm to be larger than or equal to 2rc . That
is, when the agents have an action set intersection, they can
communicate with each other. The agent’s action at time step t
is denoted by uit , where uit ∈ Uti and Uti is the available action
set for agent i defined in Assumption 4. The actionQ
profile of
N
i
)
∈
U
:=
all agents is denoted by ut = (u1t , ..., uN
t
t
i=1 Ut .
Now, we propose a non-cooperative game for our agents to
solve the task assignment problem in a distributed fashion.
First, we design a potential game. To formulate our task
assignment problem as a game, we design a utility function,
J i , that aims to capture an action’s marginal contribution on
the company’s profit, for each agent i.
−i
i
J i (ut ) = H(uit , u−i
t ) − H(u0 , ut )

H(ut ) =

N
X

h(uit ),

(13)
(14)

i=1

h(uit ) = Q(j, al ) + Rl (j, l) − C pit − cjp ,

(15)

for uit = T (cjp , cld ), where cjp ∈ j and cld ∈ l. ui0 is the null
action of agent i, and u−i
denotes the actions of all agents
t
other than agent i. C pit − cjp is the cost for agent i moving
from its current position to the pick-up location cjp , where C
is a design constant. Note that the utility function J i is local.
Our potential game is defined by:

Lemma 1: The assignment game Υ := hN, U, Ji, where
J = {J i , i = 1, ..., N } with J i given by (13), is a potential
game with the potential function
(16)

Φ(ut ) = H(ut ).

Proof: A potential game has to satisfy




i
i
Φ u0 t ,u−i
− Φ ut = J i u0 t , u−i
− J i ut
t
t

(17)

i

for any agent i = 1, ..., N and action u0 t ∈ Uti . According to
(13) and (16), it is easy to see that (17) holds.
B. Game Theory Extension: Ridepooling Utility
Here, we design a new utility function for our task assignment game, where ridepooling is also considered. It is assumed
that the vehicle can only service two customers at the same
time. This assumption holds for both UberPool and LyftLine,
where ridepooling option is offered to customers. Instead of
having Assumption 4, the available tasks for each agent is
defined as Assumption 6.
Assumption 6: The available tasks for agent i are denoted by
0
0
0
0
set Ūti = {[(T (cjp , cld ), T (cjp , cld )] | ∀T (cjp , cld ), T (cjp , cld ) ∈
i
Ut }.
The set of available tasks in Assumption 6, contains all
possible coupled customers tasks, including having only one
customer. Now, we define the utility function, h(uit ), ∀uit =
0
0
[(T (cjp , cld ), T (cjp , cld )] ∈ Ūti , for ridepooling as

0
h(uit ) = exp−C β Q(k, ad2 ) + Rl (j, l)

0 0
i
p1
+ Rl0 (j , l ) − C pt − cp
,
p1 = arg min pit − cop , o ∈ {j, j 0 }, p2 = {j, j 0 }\{p1 },
o

d1 = arg min cpp2 − cod , o ∈ {l, l0 }, d2 = {l, l0 }\{d1 },
o

Pathmin = pit − cpp1 + cpp1 − cpp2
+ cpp2 − cdd1 + cdd1 − cdd2 ,
Pathmin

β=
min{

cjp

0

− cld , cjp − cld }
0

− 1,

(18)

where p1 , and p2 are the first and second pick-up location
indices, respectively. The first and second drop off indexes
are denoted by d1 and d2 , respectively. Pathmin denotes the
shortest path that agent must travel to accomplish its task,
picking up and dropping off both customers, computed from
the agent is current position. The cost of sharing the ride for
0
0
two customers T (cjp , cld ) and T (cjp , cld ) is denoted by β ≥ 0,
where a smaller β indicates a better coupling. C 0 > 0 is a
positive constant to be selected, and it is assumed that pit ∈
k. Now, replacing (15) with (18), a new utility function for
ridepooling can be calculated. It is easy to see that the game
remains a potential game.
C. Nash Equilibrium Convergence Using Binary Log-Linear
Learning
We need a distributed adaptation rule to converge to a Nash
equilibrium defined in Sec. IV-A. The goal is that each agent
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can maximize its own utility function using these rules. Game
theoretic reinforcement learning provides iterative algorithms
to reach a Nash equilibrium [21], [22].
Binary log-linear learning is a modified version of the loglinear learning for potential games, where only a single player
updates its action at each iteration. The agents are allowed to
explore and can select non-optimal actions but with relatively
low probabilities. This plays an important role for agents to
escape the suboptimal actions, and as a result the probability
of finding a better Nash equilibrium is increased. Binary
log-linear learning can be used for varying available action
sets. In [23], it is shown that a potential game will converge
to stochastically stable actions, where these actions are the
set of potential maximizers if the feasibility and reversibility
assumptions are satisfied on the agents available sets. Binary
log-linear learning is defined in our system as follows: At
each time t, one agent i is randomly selected and allowed to
alter its current action, uit , while all other agents repeat their
−i
actions, i.e., u−i
t = ut−1 . The selected agent i chooses a trial
0i
action ut uniformly randomly from the available action set
−i
Uti . The player calculates, J i (u0i
t , ut−1 ), the utility function
for this trial action. Then agent i changes its action according
to the following distribution:
(ui ,u−i )
Pi t−1 t−1 (t)
−i
(u0i
t ,ut−1 )

Pi

(u00 it ,u−i
t−1 )

Pi

=

(t) =

exp( τ1 J i (ut−1 ))
−i
exp( τ1 J i (ut−1 )) + exp( τ1 J(u0i
t , ut−1 ))

,

−i
exp( τ1 J i (u0i
t , ut−1 ))
−i
exp( τ1 J i (ut−1 )) + exp( τ1 J i (u0i
t , ut−1 ))
i

i
(t) = 0, ∀u00 t 6= u0i
t , ut−1 .

,

(19)

(ui ,u−i )

t−1
(t) denotes the probability of choosing action
where Pi
i
u at time t while other agents are repeating their action u−i
t−1 .
The coefficient τ > 0 is a design parameter specifying how
likely agent i chooses a suboptimal action, to specify the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.

V. S IMULATION AND D ISCUSSION
To validate the proposed algorithms, we prepare simulations
using taxi data provided by the city of Chicago, [24]. The city
is partitioned into 77 cells (as shown in Fig. 3). In provided
data, each entry contains the pick-up and drop-off cells of
the trip, time-stamp, duration and fare. We use data from
May 2017, which gives us approximately one million trips to
analyze. In order to numerically compare the centralized and
decentralized SARSA RL algorithms, we use the respective
learning update with the same game theory task assignment.
First, we illustrate the algorithm at different timesteps, then we
show convergence of our distributed SARSA RL algorithm to
the centralized solution with two metrics: tracking estimated
Q values, and comparing total revenue of each algorithm,
and finally we show the economic advantage of a learning
environment. Also, we provide an animation of the task
assignment, provided in https://youtu.be/j1zuadmi7OQ.
We illustrate the algorithm in practice in Fig. 4. In (a)(c), agents are iteratively running the algorithm to select their
customers, where the utility function J i for each selected
customer is shown. In (d), agents are picking up and dropping

Fig. 3. Grid map of city of Chicago with 77 cells . Colormap corresponds
to number of taxi trips.

Algorithm 1 Simulation Formulation
Input: Trip Data: [start cell, end cell, fare, time]
Output: Customer Assignments for each agent
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Initialize agents with Qit = QM DP , fti , gti , ωti , αti
while true do
Information Seen by Agents
for ∀ agent ∈ agents do
Find tasks, T (cjp , cld ), within rtasks of agent
Find agents within Rcomm of agent
end for
Task Assignment
while ¬∀uit converged do
Randomly select agent, i, with current action uit
Find J, marginal contribution for current action using
agents estimate, (Qit ) (13) (15)
Find Jp , marginal contribution for randomly proposed action using agents estimate, (Qit ) (13) (15)
(u0i ,u−i )

Change action with probability: Pi t t−1 , (19)
end while
Learning Update
for ∀ agent ∈ agents do
Use agent i’s current customer reward information to
update rti and rti using update law (10)
Update ωti , fˆti , gˆti , αti using learning rate rule (11) and
neighbor consensus information.
Update Qit+1 using update law (10).
end for
Update agents information
end while

off their selected customers with maximum utility function. In
(e), agents are at their destinations after accomplishing their
tasks and observing local new customers. Then, they execute
the game theory task assignment again.
The first validation of proposed distributed SARSA RL
method is to compare distributed and centralized Q-value
tracking of Q(8, a88 ), as shown in Fig. 5. As expected, we see
the distributed estimate approach the centralized algorithm’s
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Fig. 4. The task assignment algorithm proposed in Sec. IV is illustrated for two agents
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Fig. 5. The Q-values for a state-action pair tracking for centralized and
distributed algorithms. Only two of many agents Q-estimates are shown for
plot readability. The distributed algorithm is capable of tracking a dynamic
system.

Q-value and we see that the distributed estimation is capable
of dynamic tracking. The non-zero error at large time-value is
captured in our model by the error bound, ∆. This simulation
is run with ten agents, and both results are presented through
a moving average filter.
The second validation of the proposed distributed SARSA
RL method is to compare the total revenue generated by
distributed and centralized policies, DD and DC , respectively.
D
The ratio of the generated revenue, D
DC is plotted against number of agents in Fig. 6 with varying radius of communication
between agents.
Figure 6 reveals a few important effects. First, as the radius
of communication increases, the revenue ratio approaches
one. This corresponds to the effect that if every agent can
communicate with every other agent (a complete graph),
the distributed solution for every agent will converge to the
centralized solution and we will recover a revenue ratio of
one. The second effect we observe is that as the number of
agents increases, the ratio approaches one. This illustrates

0

5

10

15

20

Number of Agents
Fig. 6. Total Revenue vs number of agents with varying communication
radius. Each data point is a simulation.

the advantage of distributed systems with a large number
of agents. All held equal, number of agents increase would
increase the estimation error from consensus. However in our
case, the rewards increase because the connectivity of the
graph is getting better. So there are two competing effects
determining the performance relative to number of agents.
These trends are expected and validate our algorithm in a
numerical simulation.
Figure 7 demonstrates the economic utility of our proposed
algorithm. This simulation is for 20 agents with a radius of
communication of 5.5km. This is the cumulative reward of
each algorithm, normalized against the cumulative reward of
the centralized SARSA RL. We define a ’greedy’ algorithm
where agents value each trip from the immediate reward.
We also define a ’lazy’ algorithm where agents value each
trip from the how close the request is to the agent’s current
location. Both these algorithms have no forecasting ability,
the value function is identically zero. At early time-steps, the
distributed SARSA RL algorithm performs similarly to the
greedy and lazy algorithms, but outperforms these algorithms
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Fig. 7. This is the cumulative revenue at each timestep for each algorithm,
Y , normalized against the cumulative revenue of the centralized SARSA RL,
YC . We see that the distributed algorithm outperforms the greedy and lazy
algorithms.

overtime because the agents are collectively updating information on a changing environment by estimating future values
using the Q-value formulation. Over equivalent to two weeks,
the average return of each trip for the greedy algorithm is
10.52 USD and the average return for our distributed SARSA
RL algorithm is 12.03 USD.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, two learning based algorithms were proposed to solve the optimal transportation planning problem
of autonomous vehicles for dynamic route services. First, we
propose an adaptive learning rate for SARSA RL learning in
non-stationary environments. Second, we propose a distributed
version of SARSA RL and show its convergence. A gametheory-based task assignment algorithm is proposed, where
each agent used the high-level recommendations, provided by
distributed SARSA RL, to select the optimal customer from
the set of local available requests in a distributed manner. Finally, the customers data provided by the city of Chicago was
used to validate the proposed algorithms and it is shown that
the distributed estimation of Q-values converges to the centralized solution. Future directions include further simulation
results with different data-sets, using heterogeneous agents for
information gathering and task allocation, or expanding a rideshare utility for a single agent to task multiple requests.
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